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Summary  

Although   Esri   provides   a   number   of   geoprocessing   tools   in   ArcGIS   Pro   that   process   elevation  

data,   the   tools   require   a   license   for   the   ArcGIS   Spatial   Analyst   extension.    There   are   open   source  

Python   libraries   that   can   be   used   to   calculate   slope,   aspect,   and   hillshade   rasters   as   well   as  

contour   lines   from   elevation   rasters.    The   topic   of   elevation   data   processing   is   discussed   in  

“Learning   Geospatial   Analysis   with   Python:   Understand   GIS   fundamentals   and   perform   remote  

sensing   data   analysis   using   Python   3.7,   3rd   Edition”   by   Joel   Lawhead.    ArcGIS   Pro   actually   ships  

with   a   number   of   the   same   open   source   Python   libraries   that   Joel   Lawhead   references   in   his  

code   samples,   namely   NumPy   and   GDAL.   The   goal   of   this   project   was   to   determine   if   some   of   the  

geoprocessing   tools   for   elevation   rasters   could   be   emulated   in   ArcGIS   Pro   without   a   license   for  

Spatial   Analyst   extension.   

Purpose  

The   purpose   of   this   project   was   to   explore   both   open   source   Python   libraries   and   the   ArcGIS  

Python   Toolbox   framework.    The   hope   was   that   Esri   ArcGIS   Pro   without   the   Spatial   Analyst  

extension   with   a   custom   Python   Toolbox   of   elevation   functions   could   create   similar   results   as  

ArcGIS   Pro   with   the   Spatial   Analyst   extension.    The   initial   set   of   elevation   tools   to   emulate   were  

slope,   aspect,   hillshade,   and   contours.    

Description   of   Tasks  

Understanding   the   Sample   Code  

The   first   task   was   understanding   the   shaded   relief   sample   code   provided   in   chapter   7   of  

“Learning   Geospatial   Analysis   with   Python:   Understand   GIS   fundamentals   and   perform   remote  

sensing   data   analysis   using   Python   3.7,   3rd   Edition”   by   Joel   Lawhead.    The   code   sample   was  

limited   to   reading   and   writing   Esri   ASCII   Grid   files.   Esri   ASCII   Grid   files   contain   six   lines   header  

with   raster   information   followed   by   additional   lines   of   elevation   values.    The   raster   information  

was   parsed   using   getline   and   the   elevation   was   loaded   in   an   array   using   loadtxt   function   of   the  

NumPy   library.   The   sample   code   uses   a   3x3   matrix   to   process   the   elevation   surface   to   calculate  

slope   and   aspect   and   then   create   a   hillshade   raster   based   on   a   sun   angle   and   direction.   The  

sample   was   tested   under   ArcGIS   Pro   without   installing   any   new   Python   libraries   with   a   clipped  
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raster   of   elevation   data   (USGS   ⅓   arc-second)   in   El   Dorado   County   converted   to   ASCII   Grid   format.  

Note   in   ArcGIS   Pro   2.5,   the   Raster   to   ASCII   tool   was   converting   elevation   values,   the   range   of  

values   was   a   subset   of   original   elevation.    Raster   to   ASCII   tool   was   rerun,   double   checking   the  

environment   and   also   in   ArcMap   but   data   was   still   missing   both   low   and   high   elevations.   After  

spending   much   time   researching,   I   decided   to   run   with   converted   data   as   it   still   looked  

representative.   The   generated   slope.asc,   aspect.asc,   and   relief.asc   files   from   the   sample   were  

added   to   map.   After   symbolizing   the   aspect   and   slope   it   appears   the   code   sample   does   not   deal  

with   cell   size   and   elevations   in   different   units   as   slope   raster   is   off:  

 

 

It   would   also   appear   that   the   slope   values   are   backwards   as   flat   areas   (lakes)   are   showing   up   with  

a   slope   of   90   degrees   (red).    Time   to   modify   the   sample   code.    A   good   overview   on   how   Esri  

calculates   a   hillshade   raster   can   be   found   at:  

https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.7/tools/spatial-analyst-toolbox/how-hillshade-works.htm  

Upgrading   Code   to   Different   Raster   Formats  

The   first   change   needed   was   to   deal   with   the   input   and   output   rasters   being   limited   to   Esri   ASCII  

Grid   format.    PyCharm   from   JetBrains   was   used   to   edit   and   run   files.    The   simple   solution   to   allow  

different   raster   formats   was   to   use   ArcPy   library   rather   than   the   custom   Esri   ASCII   Grid   code   to  

read   and   write   the   raster   files.    An   alternative   to   using   the   ArcPy   library   to   open   raster   files   is   to  

use   functions   in   open   source   GDAL   (Geospatial   Data   Abstraction   Library)   which   contains   many  

“drivers”   for   common   raster   file   formats:  
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https://gdal.org/  

It   would   appear   that   Esri   uses   GDAL   to   read   raster   files   as   GDAL   is   included   by   default   in   ArcGIS  

Pro   2.5.    With   GDAL   two   calls   are   typically   made   to   get   a   raster   into   a   NumPy   array,   one   to   get  

information   about   the   raster   and   one   to   load   data   into   the   array.    In   the   Esri   ArcPy   library,   the  

same   applies,   you   use   arcpy.Raster   to   create   a   Raster   object   and   arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray   to  

load   data   into   a   NumPy   array   from   the   Raster   object.    For   the   output   rasters,   custom   Esri   ASCII  

Grid   code   was   replaced   with   arcpy.NumPyArrayToRaster   and   the   calling   save   method   on   the  

Raster   object.    With   these   changes,   the   code   could   read   and   write   to   different   raster   file   formats.  

Moving   Code   into   Python   Toolbox   Template  

The   standalone   python   code   was   moved   into   an   empty   Python   Toolbox   Template   where   a  

doSlopeAspectHillshade   function   was   created   that   could   be   called   by   the   execute   method   of   the  

toolbox   as   well   as   code   used   to   test   outside   of   ArcGIS   Pro.    The   “main”   code   looked   like   this:  

     if   __name__   ==   "__main__":  

         #   For   testing   we   use   directory   of   python   script   for   workspace  

         script_dir   =   arcpy.env.workspace   =   os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(__file__))  

 

         #   Test   TIFF  

         doSlopeAspectHillshade(os.path.join(script_dir,   "Clip_grdn39w121_13.tif"),  

             os.path.join(script_dir,   "slope.tif"),   os.path.join(script_dir,   "aspect.tif"),  

             os.path.join(script_dir,   "hillshade.tif"),   0.00001171)  

While   the   execute   method   for   the   SlopeAspectHillshade   class   looked   like   this:  

def   execute(self,   parameters,   messages):  

         #   Get   parameters  

         elevation_input   =   parameters[0].valueAsText  

         z_factor   =   parameters[1].valueAsText  

         sun_azimuth   =   parameters[2].valueAsText  

         sun_angle   =   parameters[3].valueAsText  

         slope_output   =   parameters[4].valueAsText  

         aspect_output   =   parameters[5].valueAsText  

         hillshade_output   =   parameters[6].valueAsText  
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         #   set   overwrite   output   to   True   to   overwrite   intermediate   and   final   output  

         #   if   the   files   exist  

         arcpy.env.overwriteOutput   =   True  

 

         doSlopeAspectHillshade(elevation_input,   slope_output,   aspect_output,   hillshade_output,  

             float(z_factor),   float(sun_azimuth),   float(sun_angle))  

 

         return  

Getting   Output   to   Match   ArcGIS   Pro  

Several   hours   were   spent   fixing   some   bugs   and   trying   to   make   sure   the   output   matched   what   the  

tools   in   ArcGIS   Pro   created.    The   sample   code   was   not   focused   on   slope   or   aspect   but   you   need  

both   surfaces   to   generate   a   hillshade   surface.    My   intention   was   to   allow   all   three   surface   rasters  

to   be   generated   and   saved   with   one   tool   invocation.    I   rearranged   code   so   that   if   a   subset   of  

output   rasters   were   needed,   the   unused   rasters   were   not   generated.   

One   issue   was   that   the   output   rasters   were   aligned   on   the   original   lower   left   coordinate   but   due  

to   the   way   the   3x3   window   (kernel)   calculated   the   differential   gradient   of    z    over    x    and    z    over    y ,  

you   end   up   losing   a   cell   on   the   edges,   array   size   reduced   by   two   for   both    x    and    y    in   output  

rasters.    Shifting   the   lower   left   value   for   output   rasters   by   the   cell   size   fixed   alignment.    The   other  

solution   would   have   been   to   pad   elevation   input   with   extra   cells   around   extent   so   that   output  

would   be   the   same   size   as   the   original   elevation   raster   but   any   values   chosen   for   the   padding  

would   be   guesses   (or   even   a   constant)   rather   than   the   actual   elevation   values   beyond   the   input  

edges.    Adding   padding   would   create   inaccurate   calculations   on   edges.   

As   an   alternative   to   manually   performing   math   for   the   3x3   window,   I   did   experiment   with   using  

the   NumPy   gradient   function   but   the   output   was   slightly   different   than   what   ArcGIS   Pro   produced.  

Output   of   hillshade   needed   to   be   converted   to   an   unsigned   8-bit   array   type   from   a   32-bit   float  

array   type.  

Adding   Symbology  

From:  

https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/arcpy/geoprocessing_and_python/defining-parameters-in-a-py 

thon-toolbox.htm  
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I   figured   out   how   to   set   the   symbology   from   a   layer   file.    I   created   layer   files   (.lyrx)   from   a   slope  

raster   and   aspect   raster   symbolized   by   Esri   tools.    Unfortunately   this   did   not   work   for   slope   raster,  

note   the   min-max   stretch   used   values   from   old   data:  

 

Setting   symbology   for   the   aspect   raster   caused   ArcPro   to   crash.  

I   even   tried   to   use   layer   files   (.lyr)   I   created   in   ArcMap   which   also   did   not   work,   for   aspect   it  

converted   breaks   to   new   ranges   and   ignored   labels   (but   did   not   crash   ArcGIS   Pro   application):  
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Simple   symbology   import   of   the   ArcMap   layer   file   through   ArcGIS   Pro   worked   fine.    Looked   hard  

for   some   examples   online   but   only   found   others   with   problems   not   solutions.    Only   workaround  

may   be   JSON   Renders:  

https://pro.arcgis.com/en/pro-app/arcpy/functions/setparametersymbology.htm  

But   documentation   geared   towards   REST   services   and   feature   classes   not   rasters.  

Adding   Tool   Help  

Added   text   item   description   to   aid   in   filling   out   parameters   for   tool:  
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GDAL   Contours  

The   GDAL   ContourGenerate   function   takes   a   Band   object   and   generates   an   Esri   shapefile.    The  

sample   I   started   with   also   used   a   ESRI   ASCII   file   for   elevation   but   I   knew   GDAL/OGR   can   read  

different   raster   formats.    Unlike   the   Slope   Aspect   Hillshade   tool,   I   needed   to   keep   the   source  

elevation   data   in   a   Band   object   due   to   the   method   signature   of   ContourGenerate   function   which  

took   a   Band   object   and   not   a   NumPy   array.    I   added   the   necessary   parameters   in   my   python  

toolbox   to   call   the   function   and   ran   with   the   same   TIFF   file   I   had   used   earlier.    This   returned  

without   errors   but   with   no   contours.    Tried   again   with   an   ASC   file   and   everything   worked.    

I   then   found   that   by   default   GDAL   ignores   exceptions.   

After   adding:  

gdal.UseExceptions()  

I   reran   and   got:  
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This   error   output   told   me   ContourGenerate   was   failing   on   a   NODATA   value   in   the   raster   file.    I  

added   code   to   get   the   NODATA   value   from   the   raster   band   and   send   the   value   into   the   call   to  

ContourGenerate.   This   fixed   the   problem.    Like   the   Slope   Aspect   Hillshade   tool,   I   added   some  

descriptions   for   the   parameters.   One   limitation   on   the   contour   generation   is   the   output   is   a  

shapefile,   OGR   does   not   support   Esri   geodatabases.   I   added   code   to   use   a   temporary   shapefile  

and   copy   features   to   a   geodatabase   if   a   geodatabase   is   specified   for   the   contour   line   output.  

Tricky   part   was   deleting   the   temporary   shapefile   as   GDAL   still   held   lock,   deleting   the   GDAL   layer  

and   dataset   fixed   the   issue.    Also   needed   to   add   code   to   copy   the   spatial   reference   settings   from  

input   raster   to   output   feature   class.  
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Difficulties,   challenges,   outcomes,   resolutions,   and   output  

The   overall   project   went   well   but   took   much   more   time   than   I   expected.    I   spent   most   of   my   time  

reading   and   researching.    There   were   inefficiencies   in   looking   up   how   Python   syntax   differed  

from   programming   languages   I   knew   like   Java   and   C.    Understanding   how   NumPy   works   with  

math   calls   over   an   entire   array   takes   a   bit   of   time   to   learn.    I   was   disappointed   in   not   getting  

symbology   to   work   with   output   but   ArcGIS   Pro   should   not   crash   and   documentation   was   thin.    

Additional   References:  

https://www.earthdatascience.org/tutorials/python/elevation/  

https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/user/basics.indexing.html  

https://gis.stackexchange.com/questions/18319/calculating-slope-cell-by-cell-in-arcpy/18321  

https://www.esri.com/arcgis-blog/products/imagery/imagery/new-aspect-slope-raster-function-no 

w-available/  

https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.7/tools/spatial-analyst-toolbox/how-slope-works.htm    

https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.7/tools/spatial-analyst-toolbox/how-aspect-works.htm   
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https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.7/tools/spatial-analyst-toolbox/how-hillshade-works.htm   

https://www.programcreek.com/python/example/102177/numpy.gradient  

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/24633618/what-does-numpy-gradient-do  

https://www.programcreek.com/python/example/58591/osgeo.osr.SpatialReference  
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